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Greetings to all members of The Company of the Green Man! This is the eighth edition of our e-newsletter. The wheel of the 
year turns and the traditional Jack-in-the-Green takes centre stage for this issue, but as always the green man still manages to 
steal some of the limelight before he turns the tables in our winter edition. 

I am indebted to all those who have reported sightings of this years Jacks-in-the-Green and to all those who have sent me 
photographs for the archives, many of which are reproduced later in this issue. Our membership broke the 400 barrier on the 6th

May and as I type this it stands at a incredible 411 members! Other landmarks were also  reached recently with our Blog 
reaching 40’000 views since it went live in December 2008 and the tally of countries where our visitors reside topping 102 (that’s 
over half the world!). Our Flickr archive now contains nearly 2500 pictures and there are nearly 8000 pictures in our Flickr group 
pool.

I would like to thank everyone who has contributed to our blog, Flickr photo archive, gazetteer or the e-newsletter. In particular 
there are a number of contributors to our Flickr archive who have gone above and beyond with their contributions: Sheepdog Rex 
has contributed over 2000 pictures of green men to the pool and I always look forward to sitting down with a cup of tea and 
looking through his wonderful pictures showing the incredible profusion of green men out there. (hundreds Ron once told 
me….there may be hundreds!) Maddie J and John Ibbotson regularly make me say “wow” out loud at their contributions. Tina 
Negus just blows me away with her eye for detail and later in this e-newsletter you will get a chance to hear about her incredible 
versatility as we include details of her anthology and a review by folk music and green man guru Mike Harding.

This year I would like to welcome two new Jacks-in-the-Green. The Lands-End-Jack first went out in 2011 but was unknown to 
me until Cassandra of Boekka Border Morris contacted me recently. The Lands End Jack greets  the Dawn at Chapel Carn Brea 
on May Day accompanied by Boekka Border Morris and sometimes by Penkevyll, the Lands End Obby Oss.

This year also saw the first outing for the Yaxley (Cambridgeshire) Jack-in-the-Green. The Yaxley Festival was organised by 
Stewart Howe and a group of unpaid volunteers.  The Yaxley Jack was joined in the parade by Sap-Engro and Copperface as well 
as a host of boggarts and an attendant wearing the original Ancient Order of the Foresters sash, worn in the village’s parades in 
the nineteenth and early twentieth century. 

This edition of the-newsletter also takes another technological step forward with every website and e-mail address mentioned in 
the text also being a live link directly to the mentioned website or e-mail address. I hope this makes it that little bit easier to 
navigate the online world of the green man and the Jack-in-the-Green via our e-newsletter. Any comments on how to improve our 
e-newsletter and other mediums of communication are always very welcome.

Membership of The Company of the Green Man is completely free, and it is my intention to keep it so for the foreseeable future. 
One of the main reasons I can keep the running costs as low as possible is by trying to be as paperless as possible by keeping 
everything we do online. However keeping the Company online still costs money and  I really need to be able to recuperate a small 
part of the costs where possible. The penultimate page of the e-newsletter features a small number of paid adverts. I intend to 
keep adverts limited to just the one page and to be for products and services that might appeal specifically to our members. If 
you would like to advertise in our e-newsletter please contact me on the e-mail address below.

Please remember that we also have a small shop on the website with links to Green Man related books. If you buy your green man 
books via our Amazon links you pay nothing extra but a small referral fee will go towards the Company of the Green Man. This 
helps us to keep our website and membership free for all our members. You can access our bookshop by using THIS LINK

The next e-newsletter will be published in December 2013.  Any and all contributions as always would be very gratefully received.

Have a great Summer one and all.

Chris Walton

greenman@virgin.net
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THE COMING OF JACKTHE COMING OF JACKTHE COMING OF JACKTHE COMING OF JACK

Oh the time of the yearly gathering is near!

To the Old Town of Hastings the masses they’ll steer,

Colour collaged with leaf and spring flowers will enlace

Robes, gowns and garlands below each painted face;

The gathering they’ll come and for One they’ll await,

They’ll dance, they will sing, for him they’ll elate

As he stirs in the shadows awaiting to be seen

Beckoning the sun behind his bright mask of green. 

By Rose Blakeley



I have great pleasure in confirming that at least fourteen Jacks went out this year in the UK. These include:

•The Blue Bell Hill (Rochester) Jack-in-the-Green

•The Brentham Jack-in-the-Green 

•The Bristol Jack-in-the-Green

•The Deptford/Greenwich (Fowlers Troop) Jack-in-the-Green

•The Guildford Jack-in-the-Green

•The Hastings Jack-in-the-Green

•The Highworth Jack-in-the-Green

•The Ilfracombe Jack-in-the-Green

•The Knutsford Jack-in-the-Green

•The Oxford Jack-in-the-Green

•The Whitstable Jack-in-the-Green

•The Yaxley Jack-in-the-Green

•The Winchcombe Jack-in-the-Green

•The Lands End Jack-in-the-Green

I’m still waiting for confirmation that the Tunbridge Wells, High Wycombe and the City of London Jacks went out this year. I 
would love to hear from anyone who sighted these Jacks and would be very grateful for any pictures for our archives, 

I’m also still trying to get hold of photos of the following Jacks: Bluebell Hill/Rochester, Ilfracombe and Oxford. If anybody 
has pictures they could kindly send me or could put me in touch with someone who can I would be very grateful, it would be 
great to be able to archive pictures of every Jack of 2013 

If anyone knows of any other Jacks I may have missed please do let me know. The Beltane Bash Bash event didn’t take place 
again this year but the Pagan Pride Parade looks like it will take place in August. I would be grateful if anyone taking part in the 
parade who is aware of a Jack-in-the-Green participating would get in touch.

I had a great Mayday morning watching the sun rise with the Winchcombe Jack in Gloucestershire. My thanks again to 
everyone involved for making me feel so welcome (and for some very welcome coffee)

I am extremely grateful for everyone who sent me pictures of this years Jacks. It was wonderful to be able to see so many 
great pictures and to be able to add them to our archive.  I shall let the pictures tell their own story hereon in
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Winchcombe Jack-in-the-Green

copyright © The Company of the Green Man

Winchcombe Jack-in-the-Green

copyright © The Company of the Green Man

© Rose Blakeley
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Winchcombe Jack-in-the-Green

The Winchcombe (Gloucestershire) Jack was revived 
on August 31st 2009 as part of “Marking the Year.” A 
Jack was recorded as visiting a local school by Emma 
Dent of Sudeley Castle in the 1890’s. The Jack was 
then resurrected for May Day 2010 and a local May 
bank holiday village fete and is now awoken  every year 
at dawn on May Day by Happenstance Border Morris 
and appears at various events in the following  days.
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Brentham Jack-in-the-Green 2013 © Murray Fortescue

Brentham JackBrentham JackBrentham JackBrentham Jack----inininin----thethethethe----GreenGreenGreenGreen

Brentham Jack-in-the-Green 2013 © Heather Moore Brentham Jack-in-the-Green 2013 © Heather Moore

Brentham Jack-in-the-Green 2013 © Heather Moore

Brentham Jack-in-the-Green
Brentham has a big celebration every May which includes a 
Jack in the Green described as a walking talking bush who 
sometimes parades barefoot.  Brentham’s May Day tradition 
became established in 1919 after the end of the First World 
War and expanded considerably for 1921 when the first Jack-
in-the-Green appeared.
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Guildford Jack-in-the-Green 2013 © Lula TaHula

Guildford Jack-in-the-Green 2013 © Mark & Naomi Iliff

Guildford Jack-in-the-Green 2013 © Mark & Naomi Iliff

Guildford Jack-in-the-Green

Known as The Guildford Bush, this Jack is accompanied by the Pilgrim Morris Men of Guildford. They meet at the bottom of the High 
street and process to Holy Trinity Church with the Maypole. The Maypole is erected on Castle Green and the dancing involving guest 
Morris sides begins. This Jack was revived in 1976 by The Pilgrim Morris and is built from Laurel. For many years the Jack was 
carried by folklorist  George Frampton.
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Bristol Jack in the Green
A Jack-in-the-Green was recorded in Bristol around 1865 by a 
lady who remembered seeing him with a sweep and a queen on 
the outskirts. The revived Bristol Jack in the Green is a 
descendant of the Hastings Jack and appears on the first 
Saturday in May starting from the historic Harbourside 
(outside the M Shed) and leads a magical procession through 
the streets of Bristol eventually ending the day on Horfield 
Common where Jack is slain to release the spirit of summer. 
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Deptford (Fowlers Troop) Jack-in-the-Green

The Fowlers Troop Jack was revived in the early 1980s by members of the 
Blackheath Morris Men and friends. It is a revival of a Jack in the Green from 
about 1900 which was paraded by the original Fowlers Troop.  The Fowlers Jack 
goes out on the streets of South East London or the City of London each May Day. 
The Jack is usually dressed on April 30th. This year Jack paraded through 
Greenwich and was joined by a group from the Hastings Jack in the Green 
supporters to bring a bit of extra colour and chaos to the streets of Greenwich.
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Hastings Jack-in-the-Green

The Hastings Jack-in-the-Green 
festival was revived by Keith Leech 
in 1983 and is now one of the 
biggest annual gatherings of 
Morris Dancers in the country.  
The Jack is “released” from the 
Fisherman’s Museum on Rock-a-
Nore Road every year in a 
wonderful ceremony surrounded by 
a host of wonderful characters. 
Jack is central to the festival and 
the parade. At the end of the day 
he is slain to release the spirit of 
summer and his leaves are 
distributed to the watching crowd 
to share. 
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Highworth Jack-in-the-Green

Highworth in Wiltshire celebrated it’s 800th anniversary with a Jack in the Green on 22nd 
April 2006 and the Jack is now an annual tradition as part of the May Market. This year 
there was a Roman theme.

All pictures on this page copyright © Kay Brown
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Whitstable Jack-in-the-Green

A Jack-in-the-Green was revived for the Whitstable Folk Festival in 
1976 and is now central to the Whitstable May Day celebrations. The 
Jack is supported by Oyster Morris who also have their own Green Man 
who combines the roles of Jester and announcer dressed in white and 
green.  Jack is also  accompanied by two attendants dressed as Robin 
Hood and Maid Marian. 

All pictures on this page copyright © Pixyledpublications

traditionalcustomsandceremonies.wordpress.com.
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Knutsford Jack-in-the-Green

The Knutsford Jack in the Green is 
probably the oldest continual 
annual Jack in the Green. Apart 
from the war years it has paraded 
every year since 1889.  May Day in 
Knutsford (Cheshire) is celebrated 
over the May Bank holiday 
weekend. The main focus is the 
May Queen. The person who plays 
Jack is chosen each year and is 
now played by a  youngster rather 
than an adult as it used to be. 

These two pictures are copyright

© Andrew Warman

Lands End JackLands End JackLands End JackLands End Jack----inininin----thethethethe----GreenGreenGreenGreen
picture by Shane Daviespicture by Shane Daviespicture by Shane Daviespicture by Shane Davies

copyright © Shane Davies

Lands End Jack-in-the-Green

The  Lands End Jack-in-the-Green first 
went out in 2011. He greets the Dawn at 
Chapel Carn Brea on May Day 
accompanied by Boekka Border Morris 
and sometimes by Penkevyll, the Lands 
End Obby Oss.

This picture is from may Morning 2012. 
My thanks to Cassandra for letting us 
know about this wonderful Jack in the 
Green. It’s great to know that on May 
dawn Jacks are awaking from Lands End 
to Bluebell Hill and beyond.



Paul Ferguson contacted me with a query about the use of the image of the 
green man as a printer’s device. He wondered if any of our members could 
shed any light on the attached images. He is especially interested in the 
meaning of the two rings hanging around the moustache. Originally I 
wondered if this was just an accidental addition to the image but as 
further examples came to light it seems obvious that it is an intentional 
motif. 

According to David Gentleman (Design in Miniature, p. 28) the Green Man 
is found as a printer's device in Augsburg as early as 1477. I would like 
add these and any other images to our archive and so would appreciate it 
if any of our members know of any other examples or have any theories 
regarding the use of the rings.

As always I can be contacted at greenman@virgin.net

The Green Man as a Printer’s Device
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Review

I tried very hard the other day to think of gifted people who were both artists and poets; there's Blake of course and David 
Jones the great painter and calligrapher comes to mind, then there's Mervyn Peake of course but he's better known for his 
Gormonghast trilogy than for his poetry and now there is Tina Negus. Her painting and photography goes right to the heart of 
things, is unfussy and uncluttered and has that element of truth that feels just right. No Emperor's suit of clothes with her 
work, you know there's no Oz wizard behind the curtain pulling the strings and shouting down a megaphone. It's the same with 
her poetry, the words resonate but not in any show-off way; the style is direct and urgent and goes straight to the heart of the 
matter. There are people who quietly beaver away producing gems and joys and sharing them, Tina Negus is one of them.

Mike Harding

About the Author

Tina admits to being older, and slower, than she would wish, but is actively engaged in several artistic forms painting, 
photography, poetry, with interests in archaeology and natural history. She studied Natural Sciences, specialising in Ecology, but 
later taught ceramics (and still has withdrawal symptoms from the touch and smell of clay). 

She has had awards for her painting and sells her work locally in Lincolnshire, and has had paintings and photographs used as 
book covers, most notably the rainbow cover of Brian Cox s book “The Quantum Universe”. Tina is married to Michael, they have 
four sons and one grand-daughter. 

Previous publications: Medieval sculpture: Green Man in Folk Lore Journal Images of The Master of Animals in Folk Life journal 
The Green Man in Lincolnshire (Lincolnshire Life) 

I have added a link to Tina’s book via our green man shop at www.thecompanyofthegreenman.co.uk (it’s right at the top on the 
right hand side). If you buy your green man books via our Amazon links you pay nothing extra but a small referral fee will go 
towards the Company of the Green Man. This helps us to keep our website and membership free for all our members.

One of Tina’s poems appears on the next page along with a photograph from Kilpeck church that she kindly sent me.

ON THE OTHER SIDE

TINA NEGUS

ISBN 978-1-907401-92-3

Indigo Dreams Publishing

Poetry

138 x 216mm

72pages

20 PAINTINGS, PHOTOGRAPHS.

£7.99 + p&p UK

I first encountered Tina Negus via her wonderful photography of Green 
Men on Flickr. So far she has kindly contributed nearly 250 pictures of 
green men to The Company of the Green Man group pool. Tina has a natural 
eye for capturing the detail that others miss. Her work has encouraged me 
to try to take a step back and look at objects and events in a different 
way, something I hope I am beginning to be able to achieve just 
occasionally in my photographs of green men and the traditional Jack-in-
the-Green.  

Folk Music and Green Man expert Mike Harding has written the perfect 
review for Tina’s anthology already:

On The Other Side 
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On the right door capital at Kilpeck church, the fearsome Green Man guards the doorway. He utters foliage which resembles 
the motif on the tympanum above and is placed above another Tree of Life emblem, and vertical dragons. I wrote a poem 
about Him:

Green Man at Kilpeck Church.

Keeper of the door,

let me pass through the passing place,

into the ritual space beyond.

Silently, impassively, he speaks:

the word?

What is the word?

I am the Word,

He said. I am the door, the vine,

the world’s tree.

Life burns from his eyes, springs from his lips.

living stone,

leaves and flowers and fruitfulness.

I raise my hand in greeting,

and pass within.

Green Man at Kilpeck Church by Tina Negus

The wonderful pictures above were created by COTGM member Kate Binkley. Kate lives in the USA but is originally from 
Cornwall.



The Green Man’s Faces
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And who can claim to know his face? 
Born a myth, reborn on corbelled walls,

in holy space or chain-signed pub -
he spirit-shapes in many forms.

Primeval as the world itself 
- here his face shows roguish glee, 

as if some comedy played out
that only his dark eyes could see.

But there some hell distorts his face
mouth opened in a tortured scream
as if his very soul was wrought

by what he's felt or what he's seen.

He grasps the wisdom of old age.
He knows that living can be cruel, 
but silence pulses to his beat

and dancing footsteps of the fool.

Here his face bears nature's art
abundant growth of stem and leaf

a sheath or, when spewed out from ears 
and mouth, disgorging life itself. 

He gapes, he gawps, he gags, he grins, 
He's tender, intimate, he's lewd.
As buds explode or acorns fall

his face may charm, beguile, delude.

He knows too much, he's dangerous -
the behemoth of anxious priests,
life-force of springtime rituals

or toasts in mead at harvest feasts.

While love reveres the deep-earth bond,
lust longs for him as fertile lord.
Hate obscures him on a boss, 
and fear beneath misericords.

But all the myths that mark his power 
are steeped in mire and mystery.

Threads unravel in quests for truth -
his roots are lost in history.

Dorrie Johnson 

I’m indebted to Dorrie for allowing us to reproduce her wonderful poem which appeared in The 
Cannon’s Mouth, the Cannon Poets Quarterly Journal. Issue no, 47 March 2013
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The Green Man and The Ice Queen
In mortal combat, seemingly sit,

But as spirits, mortality,
Un-seemingly fits.

'Tis a struggle of Old,
Of times that were bold,

When the seasons,
Held the reasons.

And so they stay,
Though free spirits they be,
Here in the month of May,

To battle so that
summer may be free.

Perhaps one day,
a truce will come,
and the cup that is,

will be passed,
from one to one.

Written by Nick Moulton (aka Jester Jack Green)

http://www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=736859026 

The Green Man and The Ice Queen
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The Wood Beyond the World
The Art of Sally Priston

Sally Priston has been a  member of The Company of the Green Man for a while now, and got in touch with me recently as 
she is finally getting round to getting her work “out there!” Her work is based around nature, folklore and the changing 
seasons, she works in 2D in watercolour, ink and pencil generally, and also on wood, using pyrography. 

Sally said “These paintings have been a real labour of love for me over the last couple of years, and so it is quite daunting 
to show them in public” Sally has sold some prints through the Museum of British Folklore pop up shops, and has donated 
three images to the museum. She really wants to start reaching a wider audience and is hoping to sort out a website soon 
where she can sell prints, cards and her pyrography and has also been thinking about producing a calendar. 

I found Sally’s artwork breathtaking and am extremely grateful to her for sharing it with us. I’m also very pleased to 
announce that Sally has agreed to let us post one of her collection of twelve Green Man paintings illustrating the months of 
the year on our blog on the first of each month starting from July 1st

Sally doesn’t currently have a website or online presence  but is more than happy for anyone interested in knowing more 
about her work to contact her at thewoodworld@aol.com 

I’ll also be posting details of any fairs or exhibitions that Sally may be exhibiting at with each months picture.

On the next page you’ll find a further selection of Sally’s wonderful art.

May - Fertility

copyright © Sally Priston

July – Balance

copyright © Sally Priston
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The Wood Beyond the World
The Art of Sally Priston

February – Clear Vision

copyright © Sally Priston

April – Opening

copyright © Sally Priston

copyright © Sally Priston copyright © Sally Priston
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Story Teller and COTGM member Janet 
Dowling asks if there is a way of 
collating where Green Men heads are 
located in churches to test the theory 
that their positioning in different areas 
of a church has any significance. Janet 
has also heard a Cornish belief that the 
closer the head is to the altar the 
happier the face is, and the further away 
it is the more distressed. I would love to 
hear other members thoughts on these 
theories and will look into adding this 
detail to entries in the gazetteer.

Ross Parish has set up a website exploring the curious world of calendar customs

www.traditionalcustomsandceremonies.wordpress.com

Ross says “England has and had 100s of special ceremonies, traditions and 
customs. Some are group events some private, some ancient and unfathomable, 
some recent and understandable. For the last 30 years I have been travelling 
across the country and experiencing these unique curiosities which sprinkle 
British eccentricities into an otherwise mundane life. Each month we’ll be looking 
at customs survived those 100 years or older, revived those newer customs many 
re-established and those demised, lost but not always forgotten. Join me in 
these travels.”

Ruth Marie Fledermaus from Huntsville, 
Alabama in the USA is a doll maker and sent us 
this photograph of her wonderful Green Man 
doll. He is hand-embroidered on hand dyed raw 
silk, with natural items such as bark and dried 
flowers under the organza of his stomach. He 
also has a birch "knee" (knot) as a hat. He 
measures about 18 inches tall by about 16 
inches wide. Ruth is looking into setting up a 
website to sell her dolls and I will of course 
publish details when she does.

Vincent Learoyd has just finished his book 'The Laila Mythology' and is currently editing 
before the final proof read.

The story is about a young girl who travels to the otherworld of Celtic mythology and is 
befriended by a Green Man. Vincent says “It's quite a dark novel about humanity and nature 
and I hope once it is released, will bring more people to the attention of the Company of the 
Green Man”

Vincent has made a clay model of the Green Man who features in his book as well as the 
wonderful woodcut pictured.



15-year-old Madeleine Barnes has 
written and illustrated ‘Jack in the 
Green’, a storybook written 
specifically for 2-4 year-olds, for 
the Yaxley Festival.

The book tells the story of Jack-in-
the-Green, Sap-engro, Copperface 
and the characters in the Yaxley 
Festival parade

Madeleine is a member of the 
creative writer’s group hosted at 
Yaxley library.

The storybook is available to 
download by clicking here: 

http://www.yaxleyfestival.info/wp-

content/uploads/2013/05/Jack-in-the-Green.pdf

From Richard Spencer:

“About 15 years ago a cherry tree in my 
parents' garden succumbed to honey 
fungus.  I kept a section of wood taken 
from where the trunk opened out into 
the crown. The top of the piece had 
"fingers"  where the branches had 
sprouted which immediately suggested 
a green man.  From the first time I 
looked into the wood I thought of the 
old man at the top of the window arch 
in Fountains Abbey.

Kathleen Basford describes this as the 
"sad face of a withered old man" and a 
"thing of sorrow". Others have pointed 
out that as well as disgorging 
vegetation he is being strangled by the 
honeysuckle like strands. Mine has 
come out less gruesome and deathly, 
but I hope still a powerful image.

He is designed to hang high on a wall 
looking down like the original, and is 
about 30cm (1ft) high.

This wonderful picture is “Jolly Jack” by 
George Nicholas” George is in the band 
Cernunnos Rising, more info at:

http://www.facebook.com/cernunnos.rising?
fref=ts 

Their album is available on ITunes, and 
includes the song 'Greenman - last tree 
standing' 

Snippets

Member G.W sent us the following, please feel free to let us know your thoughts:

Green Man at St. Mary’s Church, North Elmham, Norfolk. 

Carved into the Church’s late 14th. century tower is a GM holding a fish in his mouth. 
Is this a reference to Khezr , known in Islam? One of several legends about him places 
him as the wily cook of Alexander the Great. The King, having nowhere else to 
conquer, was led by Khezr on a perilous journey to find the Fountain of Immortality. 

After many trials, terrors and adventures they came upon a land of vast ebony 
forests and darkness where the two became separated. Eventually Khezr stumbled 
across a fountain where he washed a dried fish he was about to dine upon. As he bit 
into the fish, it sprang to life! Khezr had discovered what he had sought - and he 
bathed in the waters. His skin turned green and it is written that, wherever he goes 
‘Flowers and herbs spring up in his footsteps and he strolls across the waters, his 
green robe trailing the green waves.’

Khezr had become immortal – the ‘Green Man’.  

Is it possible that an unknown 14th. century. craftsman knew of Khezr - might he have 
heard it from a  Moorish artisan?
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Celestial Elf has created “Tree Of Life”
a machinima film,

The mysterious 'Green Man' Guardian 
of 'The Tree Of Life' shares his 
wisdom with the Hobbit like Farmer 
Foolhardy,.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JI_v
TmnPJv0



Sightings
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Sean Breadin spotted this fascinating beast in 
the church of Saint Michael & All Angels in 
Beetham, Cumbria.

Like me Sean has not seen anything quite like it 
before - a grotesque in a quatrefoil disgorging 
the lower corners of a quatrefoil border.

The tomb (1490) is otherwise very much the 
worse for wear, the other quatrefoils being 
armorial. The disgorger is untouched.

Sean wrote “Non-foliate disgorging heads are 
very rare in my book - and usually a lot earlier 
than the late 15th century; indeed I can only 
think of a few in the Herefordshire Romanesque 
tradition, like the serpent disgorgers at Bridge 
Solars and Kilpeck etc. The term 'Green Man' in 
ancient architectural usage is, of course, a 
modern red-herring, although usually 
justified. That said, some of the Romanesque 
foliage can be a 
little stylised for some GM enthusiasts!”

Both Sean and I would love to hear what other 
members think.

And these wonderful figures spotted in Paris by Colin Harris 

From regular contributors 
Jennie Miller & Gary 
Truss come these two 
wonderful figures. the 
incredibly enigmatic and 
almost disapproving green 
man to the left from 
Abbey Dore in 
Herefordshire and the 
very unusual “spewer” to 
the right from Brinshop  
also in Herefordshire

All pictures on this page copyright © the original photographers
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Mike Russell spotted this image in St Lawrence's Church in 
Evesham. It is a stone carving mounted at eye level on the 
inside North wall. The plaque above and the Churches 
Conservation Trust leaflet refer to it as a green man and 
tentatively date it to around 1491-1513. It appears to have 
suffered from some erosion, even though inside the 
church.

Martyn Gaunt photographed these two green men in St Mary Redcliffe 
church in Bristol whilst he was attending the Bristol Jack-in-the-Green

And another green beastie. This one spotted 
on a wrought iron gate in Amsterdam by Colin 
Harris

And again from Colin Harris this magnificent carved green 
man (bellow right) is from the bedroom where King Charles 
was imprisoned at Carisbrook Castle on the Isle of Wight 
in the 1750's

And from Jennie Miller & Gary Truss these grimacing green men are from the Rood screen at Llandinabo, St Junabius

All pictures on this page copyright © the original photographers



Hand Made Crafts Forged from Folklore & Fire

Fine Silver Jewellery inspired by Nature, our Ancestors,

the Sacred British Landscape, its Folklore & Mythology

www.rocktroll.co.uk

Fine hand made mystical sculptures & jewellery based on

The Sacred Green Man, Goddess & Hare

www.spiritofthegreenman.co.uk

Rob Stevens fantastic

Tricephalous Green Man T-Shirt

is available from

Red Bubble via this link:
http://www.redbubble.com/people/satansbrand/works/6611013-jack-o-the-

green?body_color=white&p=t-
shirt&print_location=front&ref=shop_grid&style=mens

For more information contact : drcolinharris@blueyonder.co.uk



See you all on the website at: www.thecompanyofthegreenman.co.uk

In the blog at: http://thecompanyofthegreenman.wordpress.com

Or amongst our Flickr pages at: http://www.flickr.com/photos/thecompanyofthegreenman

The next e-newsletter will be published in December 2013 please send any contributions to greenman@virgin.net

Jack in the green am I and master have I none 
and whilst there are trees upon this land the woods shall be my home 

To the seasons kings I bow my head as they do bow to me
for my faces are as many as the leaves upon a tree 

All images in this newsletter are copyright © Chris Walton  unless otherwise stated. Our thanks to P W Jewitt for kindly allowing us 
to use his picture of  Ron's favourite Green Man on this page. And our thanks to Rob Stephens for designing our brilliant logo. 
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